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1. INTRODUCTION 
The main result of the paper is the following 
THEOREM 1. Let @ be a finitely generated free group. Then, in both 
Aut @ and Out @, Jinite subgroups have finitely generated centralizers. 
The proof will be completed in Section 6. It is geometrical and the 
geometrical objects which will be used are graphs on which finite groups 
act (G-graphs). The following lines are intended to describe the structure of 
the proof with the main intermediate results. 
The translation into geometrical language is made possible by the 
realization theorem of Culler [S] which states that every finite subgroup of 
Out @ is realized by automorphisms of a graph (see Section 3). Now if G is 
a finite subgroup of Out Cp and r a graph realizing G then the centralizer of 
G can be identified with the group Out, n,(T, *) of equivariant conjugacy 
classes of automorphisms of rc,(f, *). We shall turn to fundamental 
groupoids and ‘prove with some effort (Sections 4 and 5) that if the 
G-graph r is suitably chosen (“reduced”) then the natural homomorphism 
Aut, Z7(r) + Out, z,(& *) is surjective. This way the problem reduces to 
the more tractable group Aut, n(r) of equivariant automorphisms of the 
free groupoid n(r). That this group is finitely generated will be proved in 
Section 6 by an extension of the Nielsen method in free groups. 
A peculiarity which occurs in the study of Aut, IZ(IJ is that we are 
forced to consider simultaneously a number of graphs related to r and all 
isomorphisms between fundamental groupoids of these graphs. In the 
classical situation of automorphisms of a free group (G trivial, r a wedge 
of loops) one proves that every automorphism of @ (i.e., of n(r)) can be 
expressed as a product of Nielsen automorphisms. What we have in the 
general situation is that (under certain circumstances described in Sec- 
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tion 6) we may indeed move each edge in a G-orbit of edges of r along a 
neighbouring edge, but what is obtained is in general a new graph r’ and a 
G-isomorphism n(r) -+ Z7(r’). We shall say that r’ is obtained from r by 
a Nielsen transformation and the isomorphism n(r) + Ii’ will be called 
a Nielsen isomorphism. Graphs we take into account are those which can be 
obtained from r by a sequence of Nielsen transformations; we call them 
Nielsen equivalent. Nielsen equivalent graphs make the vertex set of a 
groupoid A(T), the elements of which are all G-isomorphisms between fun- 
damental groupoids of these graphs. The Nielsen factorization theorem we 
prove (Proposition 4) is that A(T) is generated by Nielsen isomorphisms 
together with isomorphism induced by equivariant graph isomorphisms. 
Then Aut, Z7(r) is the vertex group of A(T) taken at the vertex r. 
Whether the groupoid A(T) is finitely presented remains a problem, a 
positive answer to which would settle the Solitar-McCool conjecture [13] 
that finite extensions of finitely generated free groups have finitely presen- 
ted automorphism group. 
The arguments needed for the proof of Theorem 1 give us also a uni- 
queness companion to Culler’s Realization Theorem. (A search for it was in 
fact the origin of this work.) A way of simplifying a graph realizing a given 
subgroup of Out @ is to collapse invariant forests in it; this produces a 
graph realizing the same subgroup. Graphs which do not admit such sim- 
plifying will be called reduced. Now we can state our second main result. 
THEOREM 2. Let r, and r2 realize the same subgroup G of Out Q, 
(Aut @). Zf r, and r, are reduced as G-graphs then they are Nielsen 
equivalent, up to an equivariant isomorphism (a base-point preserving 
isomorphism). 
Recently McCool [ 131 proved, using our Theorem 1, that the 
automorphism group of every finite extension of a finitely generated free 
group is finitely generated. This result enabled Karras, Pietrowski, and 
Solitar (private communication) to complete their proof of the following. 
THEOREM 3 (Karras-Pietrowski-Solitar). The isomorphism problem for 
the class of finitely generated free by finite groups is solvable. 
We take the opportunity here to supply in the last section a relatively 
short proof of this result, based on Theorem 2. 
2. PRELIMINARIES ON GRAPHS, GROUPOIDS, AND GROUPS 
We adopt the standard combinatorial definition of graphs [9, 15, 161. 
The vertex set and the edge set of the graph r are denoted by V(T) and 
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E(T); t(e), z(e), and .Z are respectively the initial vertex, the terminal vertex, 
and the inverse edge of the edge e. We shall always assume, as is usual, that 
automorphisms of graphs do not invert edges. 
A G-graph is a graph together with an action of the group G on it. A 
pointed G-graph is a G-graph in which the G-action fixes the base vertex * 
(the “base-point”). 
Two paths in a graph are freely equal if one can be obtained from the 
other by insertion and deletion of subpaths of the form e?. The set of all 
equivalence classes of freely equal paths in r makes the fundamental 
groupoid of K We shall work in fundamental groupoids and so will con- 
sider freely equal paths as equal. Every path is freely equal to a unique 
(jkeely) reduced path, i.e., one which does not contain subpaths ee, and we 
shall not always distinguish between an element of the fundamental 
groupoid and the unique reduced path representing it. When we say that 
the product a. /I is reduced as written we assume that a and /? are reduced 
and that the last edge of a is not the inverse of the first edge of 8. The 
length 1(a) of the path a is the length of the path obtained by freely reduc- 
ing a. The functions 1, r, and ~ obviously extend to n(r). When we say 
that the path CI connects a with b we mean that l(a) = a and z(a) = b. 
Generally, a groupoid is a structure with associative partial mul- 
tiplication and inverses (a small category with inverses); see [ 1, 6,9]. 
Groupoids of the form Z7(r) are free groupoids [6]. 
Every graph map $: f + f’ induces in a functorial way the groupoid 
map II/ # : Z7(r) --t Z7(f ‘). An action of G on f induces an action of G on 
Z7(r) making thus Z7(ZJ a G-groupoid. If $: r -+ f’ is an equivariant map 
of G-graphs then Ic/ is an equivariant map of G-groupoids. 
The subgroupoid of Z7(r) consisting of all paths which start and end at 
the vertex a is the fundamental group of r at a - zl(K’, a). If L is a path con- 
necting a with h then a ++ Ia1 defines the isomorphism inn(L): z,(r, a) --f 
x1(& b). 
Any homomorphism 7~ 1 (r, a) + z I (P, $a) induced by cc/ : r -+ r’ will 
also be denoted by $ #. If r is a pointed G-graph then there is an induced 
action of G on 71 (r, * ). Equivariant maps $ : f + r’ of pointed G-graphs 
induce equivariant homomorphisms II/ # : n:, (r, * ) -+ z,(r), *) of G-groups. 
The situation is more complicated with general G-graphs. To compute 
the fundamental group we choose in every G-graph a base vertex * even if 
G moves it. Now the G-action on r induces only an “outer” action on 
7c,(r, *), i.e., a homomorphism G -+ Out z l(& *). So, to make taking the 
fundamental group functorial, one has to use the category of exterior 
groups, namely the one in which objects are groups and morphisms are 
conjugacy classes of homomorphisms. (Two homomorphisms f, f’: A -+ B 
are conjugate, the notation being f-f’, if f’ = inn(b)f for some b E B.) 
Thus a graph map II/: f + f’ induces the conjugacy class of 
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homomorphisms I/*: rr,(r, *) --t n,(f ‘, *) whose representative is any 
homomorphism inn(J) $#: rc,(f, *) -+ n,(T’, *), where ;1 is a path con- 
necting Ic/(*) with * in r’. More generally, every groupoid map 
F: Z7(r) --+ n(r’) induces in the same way a conjugacy class of 
homomorphisms F,: n,(I’, *) + n,(f’, *). 
Automorphisms in the category of exterior groups are conjugacy classes 
of automorphisms, i.e., outer automorphisms. Thus a G-object in this 
category is a group A together with a homomorphism G -+ Out A; we say 
in this case that A is a G-exterior group. Two outer actions G + Out A and 
G + Out B are said to be equivalent if there is an equivariant conjugacy 
class of isomorphisms A -+ B, i.e., if A and B are isomorphic as G-exterior 
groups. 
If II/: r+ r’ is an equivariant map of G-graphs then the conjugacy class 
of homomorphisms $ * : 7~ 1 (r, * ) -+ rc,(r, *) is an equivariant morphism of 
G-exterior groups. So is F, for every equivariant map F: IT(r) -+ n(P). 
If r, l7, and A are a G-graph, G-groupoid, and a G-group then Aut, r, 
Aut, ZZ, and Aut, A denote the group of equivariant automorphisms in 
each case. But if A is a G-exterior group, the group of equivariant outer 
automorphisms of A will be denoted by Out, A. So for every G-graph r 
there are homomorphisms 
Aut, r+ Aut, n(r) -+ Out, n,(T, *). 
Similarly, for a pointed G-graph f, 
Aut, r+ Aut; n(r) --, Aut, rr,(r, *), 
where Autz n(r) consists of those elements of Aut, n(r) which fix the 
base-point. 
3. CULLER'S REALIZATION THEOREM 
The structure theorem for free by finite groups combined with the theory 
of groups acting on trees has in a number of papers [3,5,8, 121 been used 
as a tool for investigating finite groups of automorphisms of free groups or 
single periodic automorphisms. Among these the work of Culler has a 
central position for it provides a proper geometrical setting to study 
periodicity properties of (outer) automorphisms. It enables one to look at 
periodic automorphisms as being induced, on the fundamental group, by 
automorphisms of a graph. 
The structure theorem mentioned above is due in the finitely generated 
case to Karras, Pietrowski, and Solitar [7] and was proved in the general 
case by Cohen [2] and Scott [14]. The theory of groups acting on trees is 
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an invention of Bass and Serre [ 151. The reader may find the book by 
Dicks [4] a useful reference for all these matters. 
CULLER'S REALIZATION THEOREM [3]. Let G be finite and @ a free 
group. For every outer action (or, alternatively, for every action) of G on @ 
there exists a G-graph (resp. a pointed G-graph) r such that the induced 
G-action on x,(r, *) is equivalent with the given G-action on @. 
In the situation as in the theorem we say that r realizes the action of G 
on @. Thus every finite action on a free group is realized by a graph. Culler 
originally considered only finite subgroups of Out @ and Aut @, i.e., 
faithful (outer) actions on @, but this is easily seen to be no essential 
restriction. 
For reference in Section 7 we indicate here the “construction” of r 
realizing the action G --) Out @. This action determines an extension 
@ >-, E --H G, cf. [ 10, Chap. IV]. The group E, being free by finite, is the 
fundamental group of a graph of finite groups [4, Theorem IV 3.21 and so 
acts on a tree T so that vertex stabilizers are all finite [4, Proposition 14.5 
and Theorem I 5.31. It follows that the action of @ on T is free and so the 
graph @\ T receives a G-action. This graph is the desired r. 
Clearly there are many graphs realizing the same action G -+ Out @. For 
example, if r is one of them then we can obtain another one by adding a 
“spike” to every vertex of r. It is natural to ask whether among these 
graphs there are canonical representatives. A way to approach this problem 
is already suggested by Culler [3, p. 2031. Namely, if there is an invariant 
forest in a G-graph r, then the graph r’ obtained from r by collapsing 
every component of the forest to a point inherits the G-action and the 
induced actions G --) n,(T, * ) and G + rr l(r’, * ) are equivalent. Graphs 
which do not admit such simplifying will be called reduced; these play the 
central role in this article. Notice that being reduced is characterized by the 
property that for every edge e there is a non-trivial cycle consisting only of 
edges from Ge * ’ = Ge u Ge. 
Notice also that if the action G -+ Out @ is trivial then the only reduced 
graph realizing it is the wedge of loops. But it turns out that the set of 
G-graphs realizing a given action G + Out Q, may contain more than one 
reduced graph. An example will be given in Section 6. 
4. FROM GROUPS TO GROUPOIDS 
The fundamental groupoid of a graph contains much more information 
about the graph than does its fundamental group. In addition, fundamental 
groupoids of graphs share many of the properties of free groups, which 
often makes them tractable by standard methods (cf. the systematic study 
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by Higgins [6]). So given two G-graphs r1 and I-, realizing the same 
action G -+ Out @, in order to see how Z-1 and r, are related it is desirable 
to know that the equivariant conjugacy classes of isomorphisms 
7cn,(T1, *) -+ rc,(r,, *) are induced by isomorphisms Z7(r,) + n(r,). Also, if 
r is a G-graph then equivariant isomorphisms of Z7(r) seem more tractable 
than equivariant outer automorphisms of rci(r, *). This motivates the 
study of the completeness properties of the functor “fundamental 
groupoids” + “fundamental groups” which we make in this and the next 
section. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let rl and r, he connected G-graphs and G finite. Let 4 
be an equivariant conjugacy class of homomorphisms z 1 (r, , * ) -+ x1 (r, , * ) 
with a non-cyclic image. Then 4 = F, for some equivariant groupoid 
morphism F: I7( r, ) -+ l7( r,). 
PROPOSITION 1’. Let rl and r, be connected pointed G-graphs and G 
finite. Let f: zl(T,, *) --) n,(r,, *) be equivariant. Then f is the restriction of 
an equivariant groupoid morphism F: Z7(r,) + I7(r,). 
We start with a couple of lemmas. To state the first we need to extend 
the notion of conjugacy of homomorphisms. Namely, we shall say that 
f: n,(T,, a) + rc,(r*, b) and f’: n,(T,, a’) + z,(r*. b’) are conjugate if 
f’ N inn(p) f inn(a) for some (and hence for all) paths ct and /3 connecting 
respectively a with a’ and b with b’. In this situation there must be a loop 
d E rcl(rz, b’) such that f’ = inn(a) inn(B) f inn(&) = inn@) f inn(E). 
Observe that 0 is unique if Im(f) is more than a cycle. For if cr’ is another 
choice then inn@) f = inn(/?o’)f, i.e., ~‘5 centralizes Im(inn(p) f ). So we 
obtain 
LEMMA 1. Zf f: n,(T,, a) + n,(r,, b) and f’: nl(T,, a’) + n,(r2, 6’) are 
conjugate then for every path u connecting a with a’ there exists a unique 
path /I connecting b with 6’ such that f’ = inn@) f inn(E). 
The second lemma also requires some notation. If n is a G-groupoid 
then a map D: G -+ 17 will be called a derivation if o(xy) = a(x). xa( y) for 
every x, y E G. The derivation o is principal if there exists 1 E 17 such that 
a(x) = 2.. xX for every x E G. 
LEMMA 2. If G is a finite group and r a G-graph then every derivation 
G -+ n(r) is principal. 
Prooj: First we prove the lemma in the special case when G = (x) is 
cyclic. Let n be its order and write u = a(x). A direct computation gives 
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The amount of cancellation in xicl . xi+ ’ c( = ~‘(a. x-a) is the same for all i. It 
follows that in U. xa at least the half of a is cancelled; otherwise the 
product above would not be trivial. If a is of odd length and e its middle 
edge, this would imply e . xe = 1, contradicting the fact that G acts without 
inversions. So the length of a is even and if /? is the initial half of a it 
follows that a = /I . xb, this product being reduced as written. Finally, from 
+‘)=a .xa. . . . .x ‘- ‘CI it follows that a(~‘) = /3. xi/7 for every i. A con- 
sequence of this is that the length of cr(xi) does not exceed the length of 
a(x). 
Now we turn to the general case. The proof goes by induction on 
c Xcc l(o(x)). If this sum is zero the lemma trivially holds. So assume that 
there are non-trivial a(x). We claim that they all have the same initial edge. 
Assuming the contrary, there must be non-trivial g(x) and O(Y) such that 
C(X). a(y) is reduced as written. From the special case above we get a and 
b such that (T(X) = a. xi, a(y) = fl. y/I, and 6. fl reduced as written. For 
z = xp’y we have 
and there is no cancellation in this product. Now we get that a(~‘) = 
a(z) .zo(z) is also reduced as written. Indeed, a(z) ends with z/I and za(z) 
begins with ZCI. It follows that ~(2~) is twice bigger than a(z), contradicting 
the last observation made in the treatment of the special case. 
So let e be the common initial edge of all non-trivial (T(X). Define 
a’(x) = t?. a(x) . xe; it is easily checked that 0’ is also a derivation. 
Moreover, if (T(X) # 1 then /(a’(x))= f(o(x))-2. And if C(X) = 1 then 
a(y) = x . 0(x-‘y) holds for every y. This implies xe = e and so if O(X) = 1 
then a’(x) = 1, too. Thus C Z(a’(x)) <C [(a(x)). By induction hypothesis, 
0’ is principal: O’(X) = A .xX. It follows that n is also principal, 
a(x) = eA. x(Z). 
Proof of Proposition 1. We shall say. that f: n,(T,, a) -+7r1(r2, b) 
represents 4 if f is conjugate (in the notation preceding Lemma 1) with a 
homomorphism n,(T, , *) -+ n,(T,, *) representing 4. 
For f:r~~(~,,a)-+n,(T,,b) and XEG we define fX:rcl(rl,xa)-, 
n,(T,, xb) by f”(a) = xf(x-‘a). It is easy to see that another way of saying 
that ~+4 is equivariant is that f represents 4 if and only if so does every f”, 
XEG. 
Fix now a vertex a of r, and choose f: nl(rl, a) + n,(T,, *) which 
represents 4. For every x E Stab(a) we get from Lemma 1 (with a = 1) a 
unique path C(X) connecting * with x(e) such that f”= inn(a(x))f: 
The computation inn(o(xy)) f(a) = f”(a) = xyf(y-‘x-la) = xfJ’(x-‘a) = 
x(inn(o(y) f(x-‘a)) = inn(xo(y))f”(a) = inn(xo(y)) inn(a(x)) f(a) shows 
o(xy)=o(x) .x0(y), i.e., that cr: Stab(a)-+Z7(T,) is a derivation. By 
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Lemma 2 it is principal, so there exists II such that a(x) = 1. xX for every 
x E Stab(u). Clearly b = r(A) is fixed by Stab(u) and so we may define F on 
the orbit Ga by F(xa) =xb. Next we take f,=inn(l)f: rc,(f,, a) + 
z,(f*, 6). Now f”=inn(o(x))f implies (f,)“= f, for every XE Stab(a). 
Indeed, (fJ(a) = xf,(xpla) = x(Xf(x-‘a)l) = xX.xf(x-‘a).xl = 
xX.f”(a).xA = xX~a(x)~f(a)~a(x)~x~ = Af(a)l = f,(a). So we may 
define f,, = (f,)“. 
Repeating the same for every orbit we get an equivariant map 
F: V(T, ) -+ V(r,) and a homomorphism fu: z,(f,, a) -+ 7c,(r2, Fa), 
a~ V(T,), representing 4 and such that (f,)” = f,,. Now we extend F to the 
whole of n(r,). So let a E Z7(r,) and a= t(a), a’= z(a). Then F(a) is 
defined as the unique path (Lemma 1) connecting Fu with Fu’ such that 
f,, = inn(Fa)f, inn(E). If /? is a path connecting a’ with a” then 
f,- = inn(FB inn@) = inn(F/3) inn(Fa)f, inn(E) inn(b) = inn(Fa . F/3) 
f, inn($), so F(aa)= F(a) .F(/?), again by Lemma 1. Thus F is a 
groupoid map. The equivariance of F follows from Lemma 1 and the 
computation inn(xF(a))fXu inn(xE)(/?) = inn(xF(a)) f z(xa . B. XI%) = 
inn(xF(a))(xfJa .x-l/? .a)) = x(inn(F(a)) f, inn(i)(x-‘p)) = xf,,(x- ‘b) = 
f Z,(B) =fd8) = inn(F(xa) f,, inn(xWO. 
It remains to check F, = 4. For a E rt,(T,, a) we have, by definition of F, 
inn(F(a))f, = f, inn(a) = inn(f,(a))f,, w h ence F(a) = f,(a). The restriction 
of F on n,(ri, a) thus coincides with f, and so F induces 4. 
Proof of Proposition 1 I. The proof of Proposition 1 shows that every 
equivariant map F: V(T,) + V(r,) extends to an equivariant groupoid 
map F: Z7(r,) + Z7(r,) such that F, = 4. In the present situation we just 
have to take F(*) = * and repeat the proof of Proposition 1. 
The case when Im(f) is cyclic requires a separate proof which we do not 
include because this case will not occur in the applications below. 
5. INNER ENDOMORPHISMS 
The notion of the inner automorphism extends naturally to groupoids. 
Namely, we say that a morphism J: II + II is inner if there exists a 
collection {A,: a E V(T)} of paths such that ~(1,) = a for every vertex a and 
J(e)=X,,eA,, for every edge e. It follows that J(a)= X,craIz,, for every 
a E Z7( r). 
It is easy to check that J uniquely determines all A,, provided rkrg 2. 
Hence if r is a G-graph of rank B 2 and if J is equivariant then A,, = xl,. 
Inner endomorphisms induce isomorphisms of fundamental groups but 
need not themselves be groupoid isomorphisms. (But see Proposition 3 
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below.) For example, all A, can have the same terminal vertex and con- 
sequently J may send all vertices of f to that particular vertex. 
Suppose now F and F’ are groupoid maps Z7(r,) -+ n(r,). We say that 
F and F’ are conjugate (or homotopic, as in [6]) if there exists a collection 
{A,: UE V(T,)} such that 1, is a path in f2 connecting Fa with F’a 
and that F’(U) = X,, F( TV) A,, holds for every CI E n(r, ). Clearly, inner 
endomorphisms are exactly those which are conjugate to the identity map. 
Notice that conjugate maps Z7(r,) + Z7(r,) induce the same conjugacy 
class of homomorphisms rr,(T,, *) + nr,(T,, *). The following converse to 
this fact is the uniqueness result for Proposition 1. 
PROPOSITION 2. In Proposition 1, F is unique up to conjugacy. 
Proof. Let F, F’ : n( f, ) ---f Z7( r,) and assume F, = Fi For every vertex 
u of rl let fu: n,(T,, a) + n,(T,, Fa) and f:: n,(f,, a) -+ n,(f,, F’a) 
denote restrictions of F and F’. They are conjugate because F, = F6 and so 
by Lemma 1 there exists a path i,, connecting Fa with F’a such that 
f: = inn(A,)fU. We want to show that F’(m) = l,,F(cc) I”,, for every a and 
we know this is true if c( is a loop. 
Fix now two different vertices a and b of rr and for every path CI 
connecting a with b define D(a) by F’(E) D(M) = ;Z,F(cr) I,. Thus for every 
two paths c( and fi connecting a with b we have 
F’(M) F’(b) = F’(xb) = ;i<,F(afl) I”, = F’(U) D(N) D(b) F’(b), 
whence D(M) = D(b). Thus D(a) is independent of a; we denote it by D. It 
follows that BF’(& F’(cr)D = x,F(fl) F(m) i, = A,F(Bor) Lb for every a, /I. So 
F’(y) D = DF’(y) for every loop y at b, i.e., D centralizes Im(f,‘). So D must 
be trivial and this finishes the proof. 
We denote the set of all equivariant inner endomorphisms of the fun- 
damental groupoid of a G-graph f by Inn, n(f). In general, this is only a 
semigroup. For example, if G is trivial then it is easy to see that Inn, II(f) 
has non-invertible elements whenever f has at least two vertices. But the 
existence of non-invertible inner endomorphisms of n(f), as the following 
result shows, is just an indication that f is unnecessarily too big. 
PROPOSITION 3. Inn, n(f) is a group for every reduced G-graph f. 
Proof Let f be reduced and JE Inn, ZZ(r) determined by the collec- 
tion (A,}. To find an inverse for J, we argue by induction on the sum total 
of lengths I(&,), UE V(f). 
If this sum is zero, J is the identity. So assume Ah # 1 for some vertex b 
and let e be the first edge of lb. Since Stab(b) fixes A,, it must fix e and it 
follows that e is the only edge in the orbit Ge which starts at b. Since r is 
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reduced there must be an edge yeE Ge which terminates at b. Now the 
collection (A:} defined by AL, = xyt? . A,, and Al= il, for a 4 Gb has smaller 
length sum than (A=}. Let J, be the inner endomorphism determined by 
{A:}; by induction hypothesis J, is an isomorphism. It is easy to check that 
J= J1 J,, where J2 is the inner endomorphism determined by the collection 
{A:‘} defined by lGh = xe and 1: = 1 for a 4 Gb. It is also easy to check that 
the inner endomorphism determined by {pa}, where pXb = xye and pcl = 1 
for CI 4 Gb, is the inverse of Jz. So J is an isomorphism too. 
COROLLARY 1. Let r, and r, be reduced G-graphs of rank > 2. Then 
every equivariant conjugacy class of isomorphisms X, (r, , *) + z,(r2, *) is 
induced by an equivariant groupoid isomorphism I7( r, ) -+ I7( r,). 
Proof Let 4 be an equivariant conjugacy class of isomorphisms 
n,(T,, *) -+ z1(r2, *). By Proposition 1 there exists F: Z7(r,) --) Z7(r,) such 
that F* = 4. Similarly, there exists F’: Z7(r,) -+ n(r,) such that F; =&I. 
Then (F’F), = 1 and Proposition 2 implies that F’F is conjugate to the 
identity map, i.e., F’F is inner. By Proposition 3, F’F is an isomorphism 
and by symmetry the same is true for FF’. It follows that F is an 
isomorphism, finishing the proof. 
COROLLARY 2. Let r be a reduced G-graph ef rank 22. The natural 
homomorphism Autc n(r) + Out, z,(I’, *) is surjective and its kernel is 
Inn, n(r). 
Proof: Surjectivity follows from Corollary 1 and the statement about 
kernels from Propositions 2 and 3. 
We close this section by deriving the analogues in the pointed case. As 
usual, they are more or less direct consequences of the corresponding 
results in the general case but require some additional notation. 
If r, and r2 are pointed G-graphs and F, F’: Z7(r,) -+ U(r,) such that 
res F= res F’: rc,(r,, *) + z1(r2, *) then from Proposition 2 we get that F 
and F’ are conjugate. Moreover, res F= res F’ implies I, = 1. The con- 
jugacy determined by a collection {AU: u E V(T,) in which A, = 1 will be 
called base-point fixing. Thus, 
PROPOSITION 2’. In Proposition l’, F is unique up to base-point fixing 
conjugacy. 
If r is a pointed G-graph, denote by Inn: n(r) the set of all base-point 
preserving inner endomorphisms of 17(r), i.e., those with 2, = 1. From 
Proposition 3 we get 
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PROPOSITION 3’. If r is a reduced pointed G-graph, then Inn: n(r) is a 
group. 
If J is a base-point preserving inner endomorphism of n( f ), where r is a 
reduced pointed G-graph of rank > 2 then the restriction of J on x,(T, *) is 
the conjugation by I”*. So res J= 1: rc,(r, *) -+ zi(r, *) implies that J is 
base-point preserving. It is easy now to derive the analogues of 
Corollaries 1 and 2: 
COROLLARY 1’. Let f, and r, be reduced pointed G-graphs of rank > 2. 
Then every equivariant isomorphism rc,(f,, *) --) rc,(r,, *) is the restriction 
C$ an equivariant isomorphism I7( r, ) + II(&). 
COROLLARY 2’. Let r be a reduced pointed G-graph of rank 22. Then 
the natural homomorphism Autz l7(lJ + Aut, x,(r, *) is surjective and its 
kernel is In&n(r). 
6. NIELSEN TRANSFORMATIONS AND ISOMORPHISMS 
Corollary 2 of the previous section leads us to study automorphisms of 
free groupoids. The Nielsen method in free groups [9, 111 extends 
naturally to this more general situation. We shall not attempt here a 
systematic treatment of the method but will rather restrict ourselves to a 
limited goal-finite generation of Aut, n(f). And at the end of the section 
we shall complete proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. 
Different graphs may have isomorphic fundamental groupoids. For 
example, given a graph f and its edges e, , e2 (e, # e: ’ ) with the same 
terminal vertex, the map 
e, ++ele2, e-e (e#e:‘) 
defines a groupoid isomorphism n(f) + n(r’), where r’ is the graph 
obtained from r by “moving e, elong e2.” More precisely, r’ is the graph 
with V(T’) = V(f), E(T’) = E(r); the incidence functions in r and f’ are 
the same for all edges except e; ’ and in r’ we have t(e,)=z(eZ) while 
z(e,)= z(e2) in r. We say that r’ is obtained from r by the Nielsen 
transformation (e,, e,); r’ = (e,, e,)T. The corresponding groupoid 
isomorphism n(f) + n(r’) we also denote by (e, , e2) and call it a Nielsen 
isomorphism. The inverse of (e, , e2) is easily seen to be (e,, e2). 
Working with G-graphs we need to select equivariant isomorphisms. So 
when we move an edge, we have to move the whole of its orbit. The precise 
definitions follow. 
Let I- be a G-graph with the vertex set V and the edge set E. For every 
481’124/1-9’ 
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pair e,, e2E E such that re, = re2, Stab(e,)z Stab(e,) and e, #Ge,” we 
define the (admissible) Nielsen transformation (e,, ez). The graph 
r’ = (e,, e,)T has the same vertex set and the same edge set as r and its 
terminal vertex function z’ is defined by r’(e) = r(e) for e$ Gef’ and 
r’(xe,) = l(xe*). It is easy to see that the conditions above make this 
definition correct. The Nielsen isomorphism (e,, ez): IT(r) + I7(r’) is 
defined by (e,,e,)(e)=efore$Ge:‘and (e,,e,)(xe,)=x(e,e,). Clearly 
(e, , ez) is the same as (xe,, xez) for every x E G and is an equivariant 
isomorphism of G-groupoids n(r) and Z7(r’). The inverse of (e, , ez ) is 
<e i, ea) : n(F) + n(r). G-graphs which can be obtained from each other 
by a sequence of Nielsen transformations will be called Nielsen equioalent. 
LEMMA 3. If r and r’ are Nielsen equivalent G-graphs then 
(a) the induced outer actions of G on TT,(T, *) and TT,(~‘, *) are 
equivalent; 
(b) r’ is reduced if and only if r is reduced. 
Proof: (a) Nielsen isomorphisms of groupoids, being equivariant, 
induce equivariant conjugacy classes of isomorphisms of fundamental 
groups. 
(b) To make the analysis of a few cases below easier we make a 
definition: an edge e of a G-graph r is regular if r(xe) = r(e) for some 
xe #e. And two claims: 
Claim 1. In a reduced graph, an edge is regular if and only if its inverse 
is regular. 
Claim 2. If e and L? are both regular, then there is a non-trivial cycle 
consisting entirely of edges from Ge * ‘. 
Claim 2 is visibly true. To prove Claim 1 suppose that e is a regular edge 
in a reduced graph. If z(e)$ Gl(e) then the existence of an xe such that 
i(xe) = z(e) follows from the existence of a non-trivial cycle with edges from 
Ge *‘. So Z is regular in this case. If r(e) E Gz(e) then the number of edges of 
Ge emanating from any a E Gl(e) must be equal to the number of edges of 
Ge terminating at a. The latter we know is a number 22, so again 
i(xe) = i(e) for some xe # e, i.e., 2 is regular. 
Now we turn to the proof of the statement (b) of the lemma. Suppose 
that r is reduced and r’ = (e, e’ ) r. It suffices to prove that r’ is reduced. 
Since r’ - Ge” = r- Ge” we only have to prove that there is a non- 
trivial cycle in r’ consisting entirely of edges from Ge”. 
Case 1. Both e and e’ are regular. In view of Claims 1 and 2 it suffices to 
prove that e is regular in r’. Now t’(e) = z(e’). By Claim 1 we get regularity 
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of 2’ and from it z(e’) = r(xe’) for some xe’ # e’. Thus r’(e) = r’(xe). From 
Stab(e) c Stab(e’) it follows that e # xe, finishing the proof. 
Case 2. e is not regular. Since r is reduced, there must be a cycle in it 
consisting of edges from Ge, whence z(e) E Gz(e). If xe’ # e’ then xe # e and 
so t(xe’) =z(xe) #I= z(e’). It follows that r(e’)E Gz(e’) as well. Since 
t’(e) = i(e) and r’(e) = z(e’), we get z’(e)EGl’(e) and this implies the 
existence of a non-trivial cycle in f’ consisting of edges from Ge. 
Case 3. e is regular and e’ is not regular. Again it suffices to show that e 
is regular in r’. Indeed, for every xe such that r(xe) = t(e) we have xe’ = e’ 
and so r’(e) = l(e’) = i(xe’) = z’(xe). 
The following Proposition 4 is the central result of this section. It is a 
Nielsen factorization theorem for free groupoids and in the case G = 1 and 
r, = TZ = “a wedge of loops” it just states that every automorphism of a 
finitely generated free group is a product of Nielsen automorphisms. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let f I and F2 be finite G-graphs and F: I!( Fl ) + IZ( F,) 
an equivariant groupoid isomorphism. Then there exists a product T of 
Nielsen transformations and an equivariant graph isomorphism $1 TF, -+ F2 
such that 
Proof Let T be any product of Nielsen transformations applicable to 
rl and v(T)=LE l(FT-‘(e)), where E= E(F,) = E(Tf,). Since FT-’ is 
a groupoid isomorphism, FT- ‘(e) is not a constant path in TZ. Therefore 
v(T) 2 #E for every T. If v(T) = #E then FT-’ is clearly of the form II/ #. 
We shall say that T is minimaf if v(T) takes the smallest possible value. 
We have to prove v(T) = #E for a minimal T. 
Let H be a subgroup of G and T a product of Nielsen transformations 
applicable to r, . We shall say that T is settled over H (with respect to F) tf 
l(FT-l(e)) = 1 for every e such that Stab(e) 2 H. Denote E,= {eE E: 
Stab(e) 2 H} and F, = FT- ‘. 
LEMMA 4. Let T be minimal and settled over H. Then there exists S 
which is also minimal and settled over H and has the property that the set 
Fs(E,) = {F.d ): e e E EH} is Nielsen reduced in the following sense: 
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(Nl) /(F,(e,e,)) 2 I(F,(e,)), I(F,(e,)) for every e,, e, E E, such that 
e, e, is defined and e L # c?, ;
W2) 4F.dele2ed) > Vs))- 4Fs(e2)).+ Ws(e3)) for eoev el, e2, e3 
E E, such that e, e2e3 is defined and e, # .?, and e2 # c?, .
Assume Lemma 4 is true (the proof is below). We can complete the proof 
of Proposition 4 as follows. Assume the contrary, i.e., that v(T) > #E for 
some minimal T. Let H be a maximal element in the set of stabilizers 
{Stab(e): /(F,(e)) > 1 }. Th us T is settled over H. Using Lemma 4 we may 
assume that in addition the set FT(EH) is Nielsen reduced. 
Let eEE(T,) be such that Stab(e)=H and Z(FT(e))= k> 1. Write 
F,(e)=e,e,... ek. Clearly HZ Stab(e,) for every i, 1 < i< k. Since F, is an 
isomorphism, F;‘(e,) F;‘(e;+ ,) = Ft’(e,e,+ ,) # 1 for every i. It follows 
that not all F;‘(e,) can have length 1. So let e’ be some ei such that 
l(Fg’(e,))=m> 1. Then e’= F,(e’,) F,(e;)...F,(ek) for some e’,, e;, . . . . eh 
E E(T,). Also Hc Stab(e’) s Stab(e;), . . . . Stab(ek), i.e., e’, e;, . . . . ek E E,. 
Since the set FT(EH) is Nielsen reduced, in the product F,(e’,) F,(e;) .. 
FT(ek) no F,(e:) completely cancels, so this product has length >m- 
a contradiction. 
It remains to prove Lemma 4. A part of its proof we extract as a separate 
lemma. 
LEMMA 5. Let The minimal and settled over H. Then, with 1 and z being 
the initial and the terminal vertex functions in the graph Tf, 
(i) if H $ Stab(e) (eE E(T,)) then /(F,‘(e)) = 1; 
(ii) if l(e) = l(xe) and e # xe (eE E,, XE G) then FT(e) and F,(xe) 
have no common initial segment; 
(iii) ifz(e) = l(xe) (eE E,, XE G) then Z(F,(e.xe)) > Z(F,(e)); 
(iv) if r(e,)= z(e2) with e,, e, E E, and e, #Z, then l(F,(ele2)) > 
I(F,(e,)). The equality is possible only if Stab(e,) = Stab(e,) and e2 $ Gef ‘. 
Proof (i) Let F,‘(e)=e,e,..+e,, reduced as written. Then Stab(e) c 
Stab(e,),..., Stab(e,), whence I( F,(e,) = 1. So e = e; e; . . . eh, reduced as 
written (because F, is an isomorphism). Therefore k = 1. 
(ii) Assume the contrary: FT(e) = e, A, F,(xe) = e, .x2, both products 
being reduced as written. From F,(e) = e,2 it follows that Stab(e) E 
Stab( e i ); moreover, this inclusion is proper since xe, = e,. Thus 
H $ Stab(e,) and from (i) we get F,‘(e,)=e; with Stab(e) $ Stab(e,)= 
Stab(e;). It follows that e’, #Ge*‘. Also z(e)=z(F,‘(e,i))=z(F,‘(e,))= 
t(e;) so that (e, e’, ) is a well-defined Nielsen transformation. Let 
T’= (Z, t?;)T. Then F,,(e)= Fr((C, e;)(e))= F,(Z,e)=e, .e,i=l and so 
/(F?(e)) < /(F,(e)) with a contradictory consequence v( T’) < v(T). 
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(iii) Write F,(e) = A@ with l(1) = I(p) and Z(c) 5 1. Then F,(e .xe) = 
&i. xA. xc. xp and if this path is of length s /(F,(e)) we must have p = x,4. 
Also if l(c) = 1 we would have xc = [ which does not happen because no 
element of G inverts an edge. Thus F,(e) = A . x;i. Now F, ‘(1) and F, ‘(xA) 
have the same length, so on the right-hand side of e = F,‘(A). F,‘(xX) is a 
path of even length-a contradiction. 
(iv) If e2 E Ge:’ then (ii) and (iii) give /(F,(e,e,)) > I(F,(e,)). So we 
may assume e2 # Gef’. Assume the contrary of the desired result, i.e., 
that I(F,(e,e,))<l(F,(e,)) for some e,, e2. Since e, fe, and F, is an 
isomorphism we have l(F,(e, e2)) 2 1 and so 1( F,(e, )) 2_ 2. This implies 
Stab(e,)=H and so Stab(e,)cStab(e,). So we may take T’= (e,, 2,)T 
and get 4FAel))=4FT(<el~ ez>(el)))=I(F,(ele,))<l(F,(el)) which 
leads to a contradiction: v( T’) < v(T). 
Suppose now that I(F,(e,e,))=f(F,(e,)). We already know that in 
this case e,$Ge,” and we want to prove Stab(e,)=Stab(e,)= H. If 
Stab(e,) 3 H then F,(e,) = e;EE(Tz). It follows that F,(e,) and 
F,(e,e,) = F,(e,)e; cannot have the same length and so Stab(e,) = H. It 
remains to prove Stab(e,) = H. If this is not so then F,(e,) =e; cE(r2). 
From I(F,(e,e,)) = I(F,(e,)) = 1 it follows that Fde,)) = Z,e; for some 
e; E E(T,). We can now take T’ = (C,, e, ) T and get F,.(e,) = 
FT( (ez, Cl>(e2)) = F,(e,e,), whence I(F,(e,)) = 1 < f(F,(e,)) = 2-a con- 
tradiction. 
Proof of Lemma 4. By Lemma 5(iv), T satisfies the condition (Nl ). If 
(N2) is violated then F,(e,) = @, F,(e,)= p6 and F,(e,)= at with 
l(p) = I(a). In this case I(F,(e,e,)) = I(F,(e,)) or I(Fde,)) = Z(F,(e,e,)). 
From Lemma 5(iv) it follows that Stab(e,) = Stab(e,) = Stab(e,) = H and 
that e,, e3 $ Ge:‘. So we are free to apply (e,, ez) or (el, e2) to TT,. Let 
T’ = (e,, ~7~) T and T”= (e3, ez) T. F,. differs from F, in that F,,(e,) = 
FT((e,,e,)(e,))=F,(ele,)=~6 while F,(e,)=Ap. Thus v(T’)=v(T) and 
similarly v( T”) = v(T). It follows that both T’ and T” are minimal. That 
they are also settled over H is obvious, so Lemma 5(iv) implies that both 
T’ and T” satisfy (Nl) too. To finish the proof it remains to define an 
invariant preference for certain left halves of paths F,(e) and then to 
proceed as in the classical case. (See, e.g., the proof of Proposition 1.2.2 of 
[9], which we mimic below.) 
Take a quasiorder 5 on E(T,) such that every two edges are com- 
parable and that e 5 e’ and e’ I e both hold if and only if e’ E Ge. Extend i 
on n(f,) lexicographically. Let CI - /J stand for c( s/I and a _I a and let 
CCC/I stand for clsfl and a + fl. Notice that if ele,...e,-e’ie;...ek then 
k=m and e,.EGei, lsisk. 
Let L(a) (the left half of a) be the initial segment of a of length 
[f(l(a) + l)]. Finally define the quasiorder < on n(r,) by: a< fl if and 
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only if either min(l(a), L(E)) < min(L(/?), L(p)) or else min(l(cc), L(E)) - 
miW(B), L(B)) and max(L(cl), L(i)) 5 max(L(p), L(j?)). (It is assumed 
that in the case when L(a) -L(E) the choice of the minimal and the 
maximal among these two elements is arbitrary.) 
If S and T are products of Nielsen transformations applicable to r, we 
define S < T if F,(e) < F,(e) holds for every e E E(T, ). This is a quasiorder 
too. 
Now if T satisfies (Nl) and violates (N2) then, using the notation from 
the beginning of the proof, we have either p < CJ or o < p. For if p - 0 then 
p=e;e;..-eb, a=(x,e;)(x,e;).-.(x,ek) for some e,!EE(T,), and so in 
e2 = F+ ‘(pa) the right-hand side, because of l(Fy~‘(x,e,)) = l(F, ‘(e,)), must 
be a path of even length-a contradiction. In the case p < o we get p?< OZ 
and with it T”< T (i.e., T”< T and not TQ T”). Similarly, if o < p then 
la < 1p and so T’ < T. If both T’ and T” violate (N2) we can repeat the 
procedure. Since the number of minimal products of Nielsen transfor- 
mations is finite, the process will eventually terminate at an S which 
satisfies both (Nl) and (N2). This finishes the proof of Lemma 4 and with 
it the proof of Proposition 4. 
Proposition 4 is easily seen to imply its analogue for pointed G-graphs 
(notice that Nielsen isomorphisms fix vertices): 
PROPOSITION 4’. Let rl and r2 be finite pointed G-graphs and 
F: Z7(r,) + ZI(I’,) an equivariant groupoid isomorphism which preserves the 
base vertex. Then there exists a product T of Nielsen transformations and an 
equivariant isomorphism of pointed graphs $1 TT, -+ Tz such that 
w-,) -5 w,) 
\ //4?$ . 
fl( Tr, 1 
Let r be a finite G-graph. Denote by V(T) the set of all graphs TT where 
T is a product of Nielsen transformations. All members of V(T) have the 
same vertex and edge sets, only their incidence functions differ. In par- 
ticular, V(T) is finite. By Proposition 4, if a G-graph r’ is such that Z7(r’) 
is equivariantly isomorphic with n(r) then r’ is equivariantly isomorphic 
with a member of V(T). 
EXAMPLE. Let G be cyclic of order two and consider the graph r 
depicted on Fig. 1 as a G-graph, the (reduced) G-action being defined by 
e,tte,, e3+-+e4, and e5+e5, All Nielsen transformations applicable 
to r are <e,,e,), (e,,G), (C3, e,>, (C3, e2>, (e,, e,>, and <e,,2,). 
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Now (e,, C,)r= (e,, if,)r=r,, (e3, e,)f = (es, e,)r=r,, and 
(e3, e:l)T=r. 5 
A 
e3 7 
% e2 
r r1 r2 
FIGURE 1 
The reader can easily check that V(T) contains 12 graphs, 8 of which are 
equivariantly isomorphic with r and 4 with r,. 
It is convenient to consider V(T) as the vertex set of a groupoid which 
we denote by A(T) and elements of which are all G-isomorphisms 
Z7(r’) -+ Z7(r”) with r’, r” E V(T). Let N be the subset of A(T) consisting 
of all Nielsen isomorphisms n(r’) + n(r”) and 52 the subset of A(T) con- 
sisting of all isomorphisms n( r’) -+ Z7(r”) induced by an equivariant 
graph isomorphism r’ -+ r”. Both N and Q are finite. Observe that 
Aut, n(r) is the vertex group of A(T) taken at the vertex r. So from 
Proposition 4 we obtain 
COROLLARY 3. (a) A(T) is generated by N u Q; 
(b) Aut, n(r) is a finitely generated group. 
If r is a pointed G-graph we take the subgroupoid A*(T) of A(T) 
consisting of all base-point preserving isomorphisms. A*(T) contains N; 
the part Q* of Q contained in A*(T) consists of all isomorphisms induced 
by equivariant base-point preserving isomorphisms r’ + r” with r’, 
r”EV(r). Clearly Aut: Z7(r) is the vertex subgroup of A*(T) at r and 
from Proposition 4’ we obtain 
COROLLARY 3’. (a) A*(T) is generated by NuSZ*; 
(b) Aut,$Z7(r) is a finitely generated group. 
With these corollaries we have in fact completed the proofs of our main 
results :
Proof of Theorem 1. If G is a finite subgroup of Out @ then Culler’s 
Realization Theorem provides us with a reduced G-graph r such that the 
actions G -+ Out ni(T, *) and GCZ Out @ are equivalent, i.e., that n,(r, *) 
and @ are isomorphic as G-exterior groups. So their groups of 
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G-automorphisms Out, rri(r, *) and Out, @ = Gout ,(G) are isomorphic. 
From Corollary 3(b) and Corollary 2 it directly follows that Out, ?r,(T, *) 
is finitely generated. 
If G is a finite subgroup of Aut @ then we have a reduced pointed 
G-graph r such that @ and n,(f, *) are isomorphic G-groups and the 
theorem follows from Corollary 2’ and Corollary 3’(b). 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let G be a finite subgroup of Out @ and f, and Tz 
graphs realizing G. Then the actions G + Out rc,(T,, *) and G -+ 
Out n,(T,, *) are equivalent. Since ri and r, are reduced as G-graphs, 
by Corollary 1, n(r, ) and Z7(r,) are isomorphic G-groupoids. By 
Proposition 4, r, is equivariantly isomorphic with a graph Nielsen 
equivalent with f,. 
The proof in the pointed case is completely analogous. 
Remark. Since the group Inn, Z7(r) is finitely generated we have from 
Corollary 2 that Out, n,(T, *) is finitely presented if and only if Aut, Z7(r) 
is finitely presented. Similarly, in the pointed case, Aut, n,(T, *) is finitely 
presented if and only if Autz ZZ(Z) is such. In view of the main result of 
[ 131, finite presentability of groups Autz n(r) is equivalent with the finite 
presentability of the automorphism groups of finitely generated free by 
finite groups, which is conjectured to be true by Solitar and McCool [ 131. 
It is indeed very plausible that the groupoid A(T) (and with it the group 
Aut, n(Z)) is finitely presented for every G-graph Rand even that this 
could be proved by an extension of the method used in the classical proof 
that linitely generated free groups have finitely presented automorphism 
group [9, Chap. 1.41. 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
If P is a group presentation, the group it determines will be denoted by 
(P). We shall write P, 2 P2 if the groups (P,) and (P2) are isomorphic. 
Let r be a finite G-graph and A = G\r’. Then there is an associated 
graph of groups G: A -+ Groups, described in [4, Proposition 14.51. For 
every maximal tree Z in A there is a finite presentation of the fundamental 
group n(G, Z) described in [4, p. 111. With a little ambiguity we denote 
this presentation by P(T). 
If E is a finite extension of a finitely generated free group @, 
@*E ++ G, and r= @p\ T the G-graph as in Section 3 then A = G\T is 
the same as E\ T. By the structure theorem for groups acting on trees 
[4, Theorems 16.1 and 16.21 n(G, Z) E E. 
It follows that for every presentation P of a finite extension of a finitely 
generated free group there is a finite group G and a G-graph f such that 
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P z P(r). Moreover, since presentations of the form P(r) can be listed, 
given P one can effectively find G and r such that P E P(f). So we need 
only to consider presentations of the form P(r). 
Define that a G’-graph I-’ covers the G-graph r if there is a normal sub- 
group H of G’ which acts freely on r’ and if the G’/H-graph H\T’ is 
isomorphic with the G-graph r (i.e., if there exists an isomorphism 
G’/H+ G and an isomorphism H\T’ + r which commutes with the 
actions). Note that if r’ covers f then P(f ‘) s P(r). 
LEMMA 6. Let f, be a finite G,-graph and Tz a finite G2-graph. Then 
P(T, ) E P(r,) if and only if there exist a group G of order 5 # G, . # G,, a 
G-graph f of rank s #G,(rk Tz- 1) + 1 and a Gi-graph rl (i= 1,2) such 
that r covers both r; and r; and the actions Gi-+ Out zl(Ti, *) and 
Gi -+ Out ~,(f,‘, *) are equivalent (i= 1, 2). 
Proof. The “if” part is clear. So assume P(r,) z P(T,) and let 
$,: (P(rj)) + E be isomorphisms; let also Qi= $Jn,(ri, *)). Then 
E/Qiz Gi. Define @ = @, n QZ and G = E/Q. It is easy to see that 
#Gs#G,.#G, and rk@g#G,(rk@,-l)+l. Let r be a reduced 
G-graph which realizes the action G + Out @, determined by the extension 
@ H E --H G. Let the tree T be the universal cover of r and r, = Qi\ T. By 
construction, the G-graph r covers the E/Qi-graph rl. Furthermore, f; 
realizes the action E/Qi + Out Gi corresponding to the extension 
Qi r+ E -+ E/Q;. This extension is obviously equivalent with n,(fr, *) H 
(P(ri)) -++ Gi and so the actions Gi-, rcl(rrr *) and E/Qi-+ n,(r:, *) are 
equivalent. This finishes the proof of Lemma 6. 
Now we describe the algorithm which, given a G,-graph r1 and a 
G,-graph r2, determines whether P(r,) g P(T,). We may assume that J-i 
and r2 are reduced because reducing a G-graph is an effective process. 
The number of reduced G-graphs f with #G s #G1 . # Gz and 
rk r 5 # G,(rk r2 - 1) + 1 is finite; moreover, the collection C of all such r 
is constructible. We can also contruct the collection D of pairs (r’, r”) 
such that both r’ and P are covered by a r~ C. In view of Lemma 6 we 
only have to check whether there exists a pair (ri’, r;) E D, where r{ is a 
G;-graph and r; is a G;-graph, with the property that G’, E G,, G; ? G, 
and that the actions Gi -+ Out n,(T,‘, *) and G,-+Out n,(f,, *) are 
equivalent. Let D’ be the collection of pairs obtained by reducing both 
graphs in every pair (ri’, r;) E D. In view of Theorem 2 the only thing 
which we have to do now is to check whether for some (ri’, r;) E D’ one 
has that r,’ is equivariantly isomorphic with a member of V(T,) and r; 
equivariantly isomorphic with a member of V(T,). And this can clearly be 
effectively done. 
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